Abstract. With the continuous development of computer technology, the quantity of arithmetic unit tasks in intelligent microcomputer is more, a large number of requests are added to one arithmetic unit at the same time, leading to shorter task scheduling process cycle becoming. The traditional task scheduling only base on time-sharing request method. With the increasing of scheduling tasks, when scheduling cycle is small enough, the scheduling can only be finished with queue waiting mode, thus the scheduling efficiency is reduced. Therefore, the arithmetic unit tasks optimization scheduling model in microcomputer based on combination weighting method is proposed, according to the characteristics of task scheduling to shape the task selection model, and transform the task selection problem into multiple attribute decision problem, through combination weighting method to calculate the weight of each attribute, and sequence the task waiting to be completed on the basis of the weight values, the task waiting to be completed of largest comprehensive attribute value is regarded as priority, according to the priority task selection method to shape task scheduling model facing to resource optimization, so as to complete optimal scheduling tasks.
Introduction
The task scheduling efficiency of arithmetic unit in microcomputer, directly affects the performance of microcomputer arithmetic unit. Therefore, the task scheduling method of arithmetic unit in microcomputer, has always been a difficult problem being researched in computer management field, and is the hot subject currently [1] . At present, the mainstream of arithmetic unit task scheduling methods in microcomputer are arithmetic unit task scheduling method based on conflict tree [2] , the arithmetic unit task scheduling method based on distributed decision algorithm [3] and the arithmetic unit task scheduling method based on neural network algorithm [4] . Among them, the most commonly used is the arithmetic unit task scheduling method based on neural network algorithm [5] . Since the arithmetic unit task scheduling methods in microcomputer has an irreplaceable role in the computer field, it has attracted more and more attention of the experts [6] [7] [8] . During the microcomputer arithmetic unit task scheduling process, assuming the quantity of arithmetic unit tasks in intelligent microcomputer is large, a large number of requests are added to one arithmetic unit at the same time, leading to shorter task scheduling process cycle becoming. The traditional task scheduling only base on time-sharing request method. With the increasing of scheduling tasks, when scheduling cycle is small enough, the scheduling can only be finished with queue waiting mode, thus the scheduling efficiency is reduced.
In order to avoid the defects of the traditional algorithm, the arithmetic unit tasks optimization scheduling model in microcomputer based on combination weighting method is proposed, according to the characteristics of task scheduling to shape the task selection model, and transform the task selection problem into multiple attribute decision problem, through combination weighting method to calculate the weight of each attribute, and sequence the task waiting to be completed on the basis of the weight values, the task waiting to be completed of largest comprehensive attribute value is regarded as priority, according to the priority task selection method to shape task scheduling model facing to resource optimization, so as to complete optimal scheduling tasks.
Principle of the arithmetic unit task optimization scheduling method in microcomputer based on combination weighting method Selection of the arithmetic unit in microcomputer. Because the task of the arithmetic unit in microcomputer shows some new characteristics, the traditional task scheduling model has been unable to meet the requirements. Thus, this paper on the basis of characteristics exists in the operation of arithmetic unit in microcomputer to shape task selection model.
There are a lot of studies for attribute selection of arithmetic unit tasks in microcomputer, but each concern of the study is not identical. This paper on the basis of characteristics exists in the operation of arithmetic unit in microcomputer to judge the task properties. Generally speaking, arithmetic unit tasks in microcomputer has two prominent characteristics: diversity of tasks and limited resource of task computing. This paper divides the task attributes into three kinds, table 1 is used to describe. During the microcomputer arithmetic unit scheduling process, the task optimization scheduling model of multiple attribute types is a 4 n × vector,
is used to describe the information of a certain attribute. j q is used to describe the name of the attribute, j s is used to describe the category of the properties belongs to, j v is used to describe the value of the attribute. If the attribute is different, the dimension and unit of it are different, thus, the dimensionless operation have to be completed for each attribute index;
If it is a single attribute, that is:
（1）
If it is a composite attribute, is:
（2）
The optimal task scheduling based on combination weighting method. The comprehensive attribute value of arithmetic unit tasks in microcomputer is directly affected by the weight of each attribute, but when there are a large number of task attributes, if the value of attribute weights are only assigned by the user subjective, the accuracy and validity of decision will be poor. In order to avoid these problems, this paper will transform task selection problem into multiple attribute decision making problems, through combination weighting method to calculate the weight of each attribute, and ultimately achieve the goal that taking into account of the user's subjectivity and attribute data's objectivity at the same time.
Assuming that { } , then the combination weight of attribute j q of task i W can be expressed as
. Through weighted criteria of attribute decision studying to obtain comprehensive task attribute value:
The microcomputer arithmetic unit task selection is based on comprehensive attribute value to choose the task need to be executed in priority from available task collection need to be completed corresponding to each abstract task node. This paper on the basis of combination weighting method to get the comprehensive attribute of the task to compute the formula above, through the formula to calculate the comprehensive attributes for each task. In addition, the task need to be completed is sorted according to the comprehensive value, give priority to the task need to be completed of the largest comprehensive attribute value.
Simulation results and analysis
In order to verify the effectiveness of improved algorithms, there is the need for the experiment. By using the simulation software MATLAB 7.1 to construct the experiment environment. The experimental data is from real data in microcomputer arithmetic unit running process. Using the traditional algorithm and the improved algorithm to do contrast experiment.
First, analyzing the total number of microcomputer arithmetic unit tasks. The total number of scheduling is T , the total number of tasks is N . In the process of simulation, experiments for the number of tasks and scheduling times with slot time k=8, k=16, K=24 are processed respectively. The experimental results can be described as below: Fig. 1 Comparison of the scheduling number experimental results obtained with different algorithm It can be learned from the above experimental results, the total number of scheduling of the improved algorithm is much higher than the total number of scheduling of the traditional algorithm.
The data obtained in the experimental process above is organized, the scheduling efficiency data of different algorithms are listed in the following table: According to the table above, it can be learnt that with the proposed algorithm to schedule microcomputer arithmetic unit tasks, can greatly reduce the probability of task conflict, and improve the scheduling efficiency, fully embodies the advantages of improved algorithm.
Conclusions
In view of the defects of traditional algorithm for arithmetic unit task scheduling in the microcomputer, the arithmetic unit tasks optimization scheduling model in microcomputer based on combination weighting method is proposed, according to the characteristics of task scheduling to shape the task selection model, and transform the task selection problem into multiple attribute decision problem, through combination weighting method to calculate the weight of each attribute, and sequence the task waiting to be completed on the basis of the weight values, the task waiting to be completed of largest comprehensive attribute value is regarded as priority, according to the priority task selection method to shape task scheduling model facing to resource optimization, so as to complete optimal scheduling tasks.
